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Model l ing of
General Biotechnological Processes*
A. ILCHMANNTand M. WEIRIGl
ABSTRACT
A general biotechnological process is modelled by a finite dimensional ordinary differen-
tial equation. The stoichiometry is only modeiled qualitatively.It is shown that the usual
biochemically motivated assumptions are not suilicient to guarantee boundedness of the
solution. To overcome this, the concept of non-cyclic biotechnological processesis intro-
duced- Looseiy speaking it means that the process does not contain any "reaction loop".
The assumption of non-cyclicity repiaces the common assumption of Conservation of
Mass. An algorithm is presented so that after finitely many steps it is decidedwhetlrer a
process is non-cyclic or cyclic. Non-cyclicitv is also characterisedin terms of an echeion
matrix derived lrom the stoichiometric matrix viapermutations of columns and rows.
Keywords: biochemicai processes, bioreactors, non-cyclic processes, reaction modeis-
NOMENCLATURE
the set of non-negative real numbers
the set of positive real numbers
1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper we model certain biotechnoiogical processes, such as chemicai,
biochemicai and microbioiogicai processes in batch, fed-batch or continuous
stirred tank reactors. If the process is completeiy mixed and the medium is
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BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PROCESSES
homogeneous in the reactor, then it can be modelled by a set of ordinary difler-
ential equations
M
€ , ( r )  :  L , k , i e i ( t @ )  - r ( / ) € , ( / )  - q i ( t ) + F i ( t ) ,  i : 1 , . . . , 1 { .  ( 1 )j = 1
Here M is the number of reactions of the process and
{,(') ,R* * R+ are the concentrations of the different components,
pio t IR{ - R+ is the reaction rate of the j-th reaction,
D(.) : Ra * -R+ is the dilution rulte,
4(.) 'R* * lR+ are the feed rates of the diflerent components,
qiO : IR+ - .R+ are the gaseous outflow rates of the different compo-
nents, k4 
€ 
.R are the so-called stoichiometric (or yield) coeffrcients. This modei
is derived from the mass baiance dynamics of each component in the reactor
where the term I kiipiG) models the reaction kinetics, and the term
-D€t - Qi * F; models the exchange with the environment.
Notice that if D(') = 0 and f'(.) : 0, then we have a batch reactor, i.e. no
inflow and no outflow; if D(.) : 0, then (1) describes a fed-batch reactor, i.e.
no outflow; and generally (1) models a continuous stirred tank reactor.
To simpii$ the notation we may rewrite (1) as
€  
-  Kp { } -D€-8 t+F ,
w h e r e  9 ( { ) , :  ( p r ( € ) ,  . . . , p M ( A ) r ,  Q , : d i u g { q , , . . . , q N } ,  F  : :  ( F t , . . . , F u ) '
ar'd k : (kti) :lKt,. . ., K,y] denotes the stoichiometric matrix.
We stress that, aithough the matrix K is called stoichiometric matrix, we do
not require that it represents an exact stoichiometric relationship betweenthe
components, it represents a qualitative relationship. Components that do not
piay an important role in the process, such as by-products ofa reaction or sub-
strates which are not limiting, have been omitted- The advantage of this descrip-
tion is that the model might be of much smailer dimension.This approach is
quite common; see for instance Bastin and Dochain [2]. However, the reaction
scheme may not follow the law of conservation of mass.This is diflerent to
many traditionai approaches, such as for exampie the well-known contribution
on chemical reacting systems by Gavalas [6]. See in particuiar Section 1.1, where
he introduces systems which can be described by an ordinary dillerentiai equa-
tion of the form (2). Although Gavalas does not explicitly say so (see Section
1.1 and also the sentence after equation (1.8.1 1)), the Principle of Mass Conser-
vation implies the existence of a positive vector
t 5 3
(2)
? € (n; ) f f  so that  1r  & :0 for  a l l7  :  1 , .  .  .  ,  M.  (3)
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Intuitively, this property means that the concentration remains bounded and is
in fact crucial in proving it.
Instead of conservation of mass, we introduce the new notion of non_cvciic
processes. It therefore has to be proved that (2) still exhibits practical relevant
features,such as existence and uniqueness, positivity and boundedness of the
soiution. Roughiy speaking, clclic means that the process contains a reactron
loop, i.e. there exists a subset of reactions s, so that everysubstrate $ involvedin a reaction I € s is also an autocatalyst or aproduct of one of the reactionsj 
€ 
,s- one of the crucial consequences of non-cyciic processes, which is proved
at the end ofthe present paper, is the existence ofa positive vector
7 e  ( l R i ) r /  s o t h a r  f  K j < 0 f o r a l l 7 : 1 , . . . , M .  ( 4 )
Note that the condition (4) is only siightly less restrictive than (4). However it is
suflicient to guarantee boundedness of the trajectories.
Bastin and Dochain [2] refer to (l) as the "general dynamical modei', of bio-
logicai reactors. Modifications and generalisations of (1) have been considered
in Gavaias [6], Moser [10] and various authors in Rehm and Reed {eds) [11].For controi theoretic applications, models of this type were used by [7,3,D,i]
to name but a few.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the modei and its
assumptions in detail. Existence and uniqueness, invariance of the positive
orthant and boundedness ofthe solution is proved in Section 3. Finally, in sec-
tion 4 the concept of non-cyclic processes is introduced. we present an aigor
rithm which checks in finitety many steps whether a biotechnological proclss
iscyciic or non-cyclic. Furthermorg non-cyclicity is characterised in terms of
an echeion lorm of the stoichiometric matrix and a coroilary of that is that
uon-cyclic process do have bounded traiectories.
2 THE GENERAL DYNAMICAL MODEL
Loosely speaking, we study biotechnological processes where "Öy' concentrations
{1, . . . , {,.s in the liquid phase of the reactor are reiated via M reactions
gr, . . . ,gM. More precisely such a process is commoniy specified by the reaction
scheme for each reaction
\- ^.. . r.
Z J v t J  \ t
ieLj
3L ' r 'e ,  ro r
i€R1
j  =  1 , . . . , M . (5 )
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Here
Lr q 11, , N), I, r 0, is the set of indices of the components (; which
are the reüctants of the 7th reaction,
Rj g {1, . ,,V}, A, 10, is the set of indices of the components 
€, whrch
are the reaction products of the 7th reaction.
The quantities of each component involved in the reaction are specified by the
nonnegatlve stoichiomeftic coefficients c4, sometimes aiso called vield coeJJi-
cients.The rate of consumption of the reactants, which is equal to the rare of for-
mation of the reaction products, iscalled the reaction rate arrd denoted by p.;
To specify the process in more detail, we introduce the foilowing notation for
e a c h  r e a c t i o n  i  :  1 . . . . , . V :
Cat i  : :  L ia&,
i.e. the set of the indices of those components, called catalysls, which are
involved in theTth reaction, but maintained by the reaction;
Subi '.: Li \ @i a &) + A,
i.e. the set of those components, called substrates, that are consumed bv the tth
reaction;
P r o $ e R ; \ ( I ; . & ) + A ,
is the set of the indices of those aomponents, caIIed producl.r, that are produced
by theTth reaction;
Autj :: R; \ ((I; n R/)u prodi),
i.e. the set of the indices of those components, called autocatalltsts, that are
accumulated by theith reaction:
R e s t i  : :  { 1 , . . . , N }  \  ( I r u R r ) ,
i.e. the set of the process components that do not take part in the 7th reaction.
No t i ce  t ha t ,  f o r  a i l  7  :  1 , . . . .  M ,
Auti U Prodi : Rj \ (Rj n I/),
and i 1, . . . , ,V) can be represented as the disjoint union:
{1, . . . ,  N}  :  Cat i  u  Subl  u Aut l  tJ  Prodl  u Rest l .
Another helpfui specification is the distinction between an external substrate of
the process, i.e. a component thar is added from the outside to the reactor and
oniy consumed in the reactor, and an internal substrate, i.e., a component that
1 5 6 A. ILCHMANN AND M.-F.WEIRIG
is produced by some reaction of the process and consumed by another. Formaily
we dellne
(; is called an
external subsftate
{ l i s c a l l e d a n  /  v  \  / l u  \
internat substrate if. and only if,. t . (rq Subj ) fUlrrr, 
u proe 
)
ir and oniy ir. , . (Ü.u,) r (Ü,.r,,, u pro,/))
we assume that the dynamics of the process (5) can be described bv the ordi-
nary differential equation:
€ ( r r  =  K ' p t € t r ) )  -  D t r J  
€ ( n  -  Q € \ t t  -  F t t ) .  { ( 0 )  €  l A : ) N . (6 )
where
€(r) : (€r(r), ,{,u(r))t € R'I are the concentratrons,
p (€ )  :  ( p r ( { ) ,  . . . , cu (q ) r  
€  
a f  ,  e i :  IR !  -  R*  i s  t he  reac t i on  ra te
of thejth reaction,
F ( r )  :  ( 4 ( r ) , . . . ,Fv ( r ) ) t  
€  
R , I ,  4 ( . )  , f t *  *  l 0 ,F ; l  i s  t he  f eed  ra te
of the ith component, and F; > 0,
0 :  d i a g { q r , . . . , q N }  €  I R N ' N ,  g l , . . . , g N  Z  0 ,  i s  t h e  m a t r i x  o f
gaseous outflow rates,
D(. ) :  R.-* iQ,Dl  is  the d i lu t ion rate.  0 < D S D,
K : (kii) : lKr , . . . , Ku) € Ril*Mis the matrix of the stoichiometric
coefficients.
The function g is supposed to be locally Lipschitz continuous and F and D are
assumed ro be locally integrabie. The entries of K reiatethe reactions as foilows:
k 4 : c i i >   0  i f .  a n d o n l y i f .  i  
€ R i  \ ( L j a R ) ,
k , j - 0  i f . a n d o n l y i f .  i e R j a L j  o r  i / & r L t ,  ( 7 )
k , j : - c t j < 0  i f ,  a n d o n l y i f ,  i  
€ l r \ ( L i n & )
Notice thar all of the entries of K are determined by (7) since {1,.... i /} is the
disjoint union of the se$ Ä, \ (2, n Rr) , Li\, (L, n R;) , Rj n Lj and
i 1 , . . . , N ) \ ( Ä i u r r )
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We already stressed and explained in the Introduction that, although the
matrix K is cailed stoichiometric matrix. we do not require that it represents
an exact stoichiometric reiationship between the components, it represents a
qualitative relationship.
Remark ./ It is easy to see. and useful in the foilowing, that the catalysts, sub-
strates and products can be characterized as fbllorvs:
Ca t l :  { i  e  t i  u  R ,  i  k i r  : 0 } ,
S u b ,  :  i i  e  { 1 , . . . . , V }  |  k , 7  <  0 } ,
A u t l  J  P r o d l  :  i r  e  { 1 . . . . , N }  i  k r i  >  0 } .
For notationai convenience we also define the following sets:
Rcot, ' .= {r e {1, . . . , Ml 1 k,i :0, z € Li | Ä'}, i.e. the set of numbers of
the reactions that involve {; as a catalyst,
R.e,ö,  t= { :  e  { f  , . . . ,  M} I  k t ,  < 0} ,  i .e .  the set  of  the numbers of  the reac-
tions that involve {, as a substrate.
RAut, t= i"l e {t,. .., M} | ko > 0. i e Autr}, i.e. the set of numbers of
the reactions that involve {; as an autocatalyst,
R p , o a , t =  { f  e  { f , . . . , M }  | A ; ,  > 0 ,  z e P r o c i , } ,  i . e .  t h e  s e t  o f  n u m b e r s  o f
the reactions that involve {; as a product.
Notice that
R A,t, l) Rp,oa : U € { 1, , Mi k,i > 0}.
Note that  i f  k ,o jo :0 for  some io 
€ {1,  . . . ,  N}and someye € {  l ,  . . . ,M}.  then wi th-
out further knowledge of the process details we cannot decide whether
is 
€ 
Cath or le 
€ 
Äesrr;.
S imi lar iy ,  i f  k io jo> 0 for  some i0 
€ {1, . . . , tV i  and some70 € i1 , . . . , , }1} ,  we do
not know whether ig e Auth or ro e Prodlo.
Remark 2 In order to distinguish between a reaction which involves an autocata-
lyst and others which do not, we use in (5) either- respectively - and write
I c,t !,i a I cr/ {k. ii Aut, : g
iesubjucarj keProdjUcot j
I  ' , i ' € i  3  I  ck r  €k ,  i f  Au t ,  ra
iesubiUcdt; keProdi\JcatiUAutl
t 5 7
and
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The lbllowing example illustrates how a biochemical process presented by (5) is
associated with the di{ierentiai equation (6).
Example j The mechanism of yeast growth on giucose with ethanoi production
is describedby the tbilowing set of microbiological reactions, see Sonnleirner
and Käppeli [13].
w h e r e { 1 , . . . , ( 5  d e n o t e
dioxide and the ethanol
It is immediate that
and hence
crr€r  i  ce: .€z L c; r4:  ' i -  c+r{+
A1
c::€_. - c::{: * c';1{3 -:- ca2{a
.,r{r 3 c::€: -r cs:{: * car(+
the glucose, dissolved oxygen,
concentration, respectiveiy.
1 1  :  { 1 , 2 } ,  R r :  { 3 , 4 }
L 2 :  { 2 , 5 }  ,  R ,  :  { 3 , 4 }
t 3 :  { l i  ,  R r :  { 3 , 4 , 5 } ,
veast. dissolved carbon
Catt  :  L i '&
Srz01  :  { 1 ,2 } ,
Prodl  t )  Aut l  :  {3 .4} ,
Sub2  :  { 2 .5 l ,
Prod2r- t  .4ut2 = {3.4}
Sab3  =  { l } ,
P r o f i u  A u 4  -  { 3 , 4 , 5 } ,
: W  I o f  1 : 1 , 2 , 5 ,
k t t : - c t t ,  k y t : - c z I .
k l t  :  c : t ,  kq t  :  C i1 .
k2Z : -cZZ, ksy : -csz.
k3z :  c lz ,  k+z :  cqz .
t_K  l 3  :  - - c l l .
k ; :  :  c : i .  k$  =  ca ; , .  k :3  =  cs : .
Therefore, the
( f:i1l )
I e,(,t I{ e,'i,l I
\ es(r) /
mathematicai model (6) of the veast growth process is
/ e , t , r 1  |  o  \  / F : r r r \
l e : r , r 1  |  o  I  l r , , , , l/ ) l € r ( , ) l - l  0  l - l  0  |
l e * r r t l  l c o € ' r r t l  I  o  I
\ € r u l l  \  o  /  \  o  /
/ r r ( ( ( r t 1 1
= K l  o z G ( t ) )  l - P (
\  e : ( { ( t ) )  /
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where
I \  -  \ ^ t / r  -
. r l
-  c52 l.lLli
To be abie to prove that the concentrations in Example 3 remain positive and
bounded, we need further assumptions on the growth rates. More generall-V, we
assume that the process (6) satisfies the following.
(A1 )  Fo rS :7 , . . . ,M  the  reac t i on  ra tes  a re  o f  t he  l o rm
p:(') , IRI - IR*, 
€-Pt({) :
and the growth rates
ar( ' )  :  ß ' l -  (u, ,at1,  o 3 cr . t  1o. i ,
are conrinuous fitnctions.
(42) If the lower bound of the diiution rate DO is zero, i.e. D :0, then the
feed rate is proportional to the dilution rate
F (  )  =  .D ( . ) { " ( . ) ,
where, for all 7 - 1,..., M, the components of the inflow rate satisfu for
some (i, ,ff > o,
(""{ ):  f .--10 4"j
Remark 4 Assumption (A1) corresponds to the physical t'act that a reaction rate
is always nonnegative and that a reaction can only take place if all its reactants
are present in the reactor, which means that aS Soon as the concentration of
one reactant becomes zero the reactlon rate is zero.
If the concentrations of the reactants are also bounded tiom above - which
will be shown in Section 3 under additional assumptions - then the chosen
reaction rates ,.p; agree with the conventlonal reaction rates' For a comprehensive
list see e.g. the Appendix in [2]. The reaction rate p is often assumed to be pro-
portional to the microbial growth rate p.. Consider for instance the modeis of
Monod or Haldane, where the function /r is used to expiain the dependency of
",(€) { II €, ),
\,te ,r"irur, /
t60 A. ILCHMANN AND M..FWEIRIC
.p on the subsrrate concenrratrons. The relationship between o({) and /r(€) lsthen
Monod: o7({) : f f
I  e  J l n i
^  - :  . \r l i u / r j  i i r : a r i ( ) .  l l c'  
. t I  \ ' '
ie  Subl
Haldane: ai (€) : il (;+;-3) and 7,r(q) = dj(€) lI e,r€Suä'  ' l \1  -  1,  -  =,  ,e3, l t ,
Since,4u4 0 L1 : Subl ,tCalUAu\, the reaction rare g in (Ai) can be written
2 C
/ u , \
l _ - l
' Ä r  t  t / /
' n . t  F \
3 INVARIANCE OF THE POSITIVE ORTHANT
AND BOUNDNESS OF THE SOLUTION
In this section we show existence and uniqueness of the solution of (6) on a
maximal intervai of existence 10, c,,,), where r,,, might be flnite. (A I ) does nor guar-
= r ,L i (€) (  n  €- )
\ k€Aur rUcat r  /
Assumptron (42) means that if D( ) is not bounded away lrom zero, rhen one
requires instead that F(.) = D(.)€*(.).This means that all the substances that
are added lrom the exterior to the reactor are led with the influent water srream
and {i is the concentration of the substance $ in the influent water stream.
There might be subsrances {, which are sorubre in the liquid phase and gasifi-
abie at atmospheric pressure. In modei (6), where the gaseous ourflow is given
by the proporion Q{, the saturation concentration berween the liquid and rhe
gas phase is assumed to be "very high".
Remark i It is a common assumption of various authors, see e.g. [6], thatN > M and rk K : M. This means that the number of components invoived
in the process exceeds the number of reactions, which usuaily is the case since
one reaction involves more than one component. Furthermore it is often desir-
abie to describe composition changes by the smallest possible number of reac-
tions. If rk K : M, then the reactions are called independent, see e.g. [6], Defi-
nit ion i.1.1. If K does not have fuil coiumn rank, then there are certain
strategies to pick a set of "key reactions", see e.g. Section I.2 in [101. However
in our setup there is no need to assume any of these assumptions.
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antee that t inire escape time does not occur, this wii l be ensured by an extra
assumption iater on.
Proposition 6 If rhe general dl,namical model (61 satisJies tAl.), then Ihere exists
a uruque solution 
€( ), i0.,, ')-2qN on its maximal interval o1 existence i}.a),
for some ür € (0.,x]. Furthermore, the positive orthant is invariant under theflow
I t.e.
I
,f {(0) e (Ai)i l , then 5(/) e (ßl)N for att I e i0,*,). (8)
Proof: Existence and uniqueness of a soiution 
€( ) , i0,u)"_XlN of (6) on a
maximal interval of existence follow from the theory of ordinary differentiai
equations, see e.g. Coddington and Levinson [4].
Seeking a contradiction to the invariance of the positive orthant under the
f low,  suppose there ex is t  some i  €  {1, . . . ,N}  and r0 € (0,o)  such that
€ i ( t o )  : 0  a n d  € r ( r )  > 0  f o r a l l  t . - t o , k € { 1 , . . . . N } .  ( 9 )
The ith coordinate of (6) satistles, lor all / € 10, /0],
M
€;(r)  :  L,k, iptGQD - D(,)  .€;(r)  -  . j i  €;(r)  + F,(r) ,
; - l
and since by Remark I k,/ > 0 tor j / R5,6, and .F, (l) > 0 for ail I > 0, it follows
that
€ ; ( r )  2  -  |  l r r r l v i (€ ( / ) ) -D( r )  .€ ; ( r )  -g i  € i ( . t ) .j eRsa i
Now Assumption (Al) yields
/ _ \
€,(/) > -l ]t ,i"i({(/)) { lI e*(r) I €,(rt - lD(t) +,Jrl€,(/),
.r€Rs,r, \&€(lu,rulj)\{t l /
, - , 1  , l - f : - i - -
tbi(t) ::-[ f lkrtai (€(r)) ( n eui,)) - D(,) *,8,.l
Lr.Rr"r, \k€(.4urlurl)\ttl / )
t62
leads to
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€i( r )  > r1, ; ( t )$(r ) .
Now integration yields. see Lemma 19.
I v"'')a'
€ i ( t )  > e" ,  { i (0)  as long as /  €  l0 ,  ro] ,
and hence
'l-u'?)a'
$( re)  > e;  { r (0)
Since {,(0) > 0. this contradicts the assumption {,(t6) :0 in (9). Therefore a
component cannot leave the positive orthant and the state variables stay positive
on their maximal interval of existence.
The assumptions (41)-(42) are however not sutlicient to guarantee existence
o f t h e s o 1 u t i o n o n t h e w h o i e o f [ 0 , m ) , f i n i t e e S c a p e t i m e m i g h t o c c u r . T h i s i s    
demonstrated in the following exampie.
Example 7 Consider the fotlowing reaction schemel
c 1 l S e  3  X  * c n S r * c 4 y P 1 ,  p r ( S o , X , 5 1  , P 1 ,  P 2 ' ) : :  S o . X ,
c2251 !1 X * cnso i c52P2, p:(Se, X, 51 , P1 , P2) :: St . X.
The corresponding process (6) of the reaction scheme is
56( t )  :  kr rSo(r)X(r )  - r  krzSr Q)X(t )  -  D( / ) .10( / )  -  r ( r ) ,S '
S, 1r; : k.,s'(t)x(t) * kzzSr@x(t) - D(r).s1 (r)
x(t) :  lSe(r) + .s1 (t) lx(r) - D(t)x(.t \
P1(r)  :  k41X(r) .So(r)  -  D( . t )Pr( t )
P1Q) :  k52X(t )S1U) -  D( .4P1U).
Se t t i ng  k1  :  - c r r  : 0 .5 , k2 r  :  c2 t  :  I . 5 , kp :  c t z :  I . 5 . k22  -  - cz2 :  -0 .5
yields
rThis exampie may be chemicaily absurd, but it is a general biotechnological process
satisryins (Al)-(A2).
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And since cay and c5z are associated with products. we conclude k+r > 0 and
ks: > 0. Furthermore assume that the initial vaiues of the diflerent state vari-
ables are all positive and the dilution rate is a positive constant D(') = , > 0.
Diflerentiation of the new variable
1 6 3
i - 0 5  1 5  \
i r s  - o 5 lK : l  1  I  I
l k . r  ( ]  I
\ o kt, I
yieids
and hence
Now X(.) satist-res
Z ( t ) :  s6 ( t ) - r  51 ( t )  -  x ( r )
Z( . t ) :  -DZ( i )  + D's in
Z( t )  :  S i "  + e-D'  1Zs-  S ' ) .
xt.4 : x(t)(z(t) -,- x(r)) - DX(t)
: x2(t) + (z(t) - D)x(t)
> (z(t) - D)x(t),
and hence. by Lemma 19 and substitution ol Z, we obtain
I zg-o a" I s^-lzo-s^1.e-o"-o as
X(t) > ei Xq ) si Xo
If we choose D < Si" <, Zo, then
X(t) > ,IS'"-DV Y,,
and hence liml-* Xir) =:o. Therefore the concentration ot' the bacteria is
unbounded.
If D(l) : i - cos l, so that the alternative in (A2) is satisfied, then a similar
caicuiation proves unboundedness of X(') in case of Zo > S'n > I'
Example 7 shows that the assumptions (Ai)-(A2) do not guarantee a bounded
soiution. Since k+r and k52 are positive, it is easy to see that there does not exist
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a vector  1€ n i  wi th posi t ive componenrs uch that  (^ t ,K,)  < 0 lor  7:  1. : .
Therefore. condition (4) is not satistled lor this example. This motivates a further
assumption which replaces the more restrictive assumption (3) on exact stoi-
ch iom e tri ccoe fllcients.
(A3) There exists some ^ / 
€ 
(f i:-) 'v such that
\ t , Q  ! 0  f o r a l l  j  : 1 , . . . , M .
we are now in a position to prove boundedness of the solution. The main resuit
of Section 4 will be the definitron and characterisation of the concept of non-
cyclic processes which will be shown to be sufllcient for (A3).
Theorem 8 Suppose the general reactor model (6) satisJies (Al)-(A3), and let
!,-,: (L\, ,{,y)'- denote rhe upper bound J'o, the /bed rates,
€"' ,: (€i ',...,€;) ' the upper bound in (A21. Then thefollowing holds.
(i) The initial value problem (6) has a unique solution 
€(.) :fi1---*(ni)t
de/ined on the whole of the half axis 10, rc) and stays within the positive
orthant.
(ii) If D > 0. then the solution is bounded from above as follows
(r,{(r)) s *""{(r,€(0)), ry} ""t l imsup(7,{(t)) s
(iii) If D : 0 (which by (A2 ) yields that f (.) = DO!"O), then the solution is
boundedfrom above as follows
(r, 
€(t)) < -u*{ 17, €(0)), (r,  {)) ora üm sup (7, 
€(l)) s (r, s'   ") .
Proof: ByProposition O *. onty have to ,t o* ttrut ,h" fi;;""qualities in (ii) and
(iii) hoid true on [0,u,,), the maximal intervai of existence. Then boundedness of
€(.) on i0,r,,,) yields ur: co, and hence (i) follows.
Multiplying (6) lrom the lett with 7r yields, for almost all r e f0,o),
D
7r{( /)  :  {  Ke(€@) - ^{ D(t)€,( t)-  " .  [ ' '
L o ] " " * '2
,  r(,
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and hence. for
0 ( t )  : :  ( 7 , € ( t ) ) ,
we obtaln
This yieids, by assumption (A3) and positivitv oi 
€(r), tbr al1 I e i0,.r)
o(r )  < -D( . t )  o( r ) - r  ( r , r ( r ) )
If D > 0, then an application of Lemmagand boundedness of F('),vields, for all
r  e  [0, , r ) ,
r -,  F\)
O ( r )  <  m a x {  O 1 0 ) . '  ; '  1 .t " ' p )
Hence {(.) is bounded on 10.:,,,) and a repeated application of Lemma 19 proves
the second inequalit.v in (ii).
If f( ) = D(.X'( ), then we apply Lemma i9 to conclude
) -
u l -
U i O t t t - - . ' { " ' l  :  O ( / )  
' >  
- D ( t ) l O ( r ) - . ' 5 ' - ]
and the statements in (iii) foilow. This completes the proof.
Remark 9
(a): Note that in Example 7 the matrix K does not satisfu (A3).
(b): If assumption (A3) in Theorem 8 is weakened to hold only for some non-
negative (but not necessarily positive) ^ / € IRy, then we can only show bounded-
ness for those concentrations {, for which 14 ) 0.
(c): If the general dynamical modei (6) consists of only one reactlon, r.e. M : I,
then (A3) is satistled. To see this notice that L, \ (f, n Rr) and Rj \ (I/ n R/)
are both nonempty, and hence there exist some i1 I i2 so t-hat k;,1 > 0 and
k,r a0, whence every column of K has at least one positive and one negative
coeffrcient.Thus. if K: Kt consists of one coiumn only, we maydeline
- I k "
. , , , : { i  i l  f " ' 9  w i t h  " ' : - { f r o .[ 1  t r  k ,1  )u  
r l o * , t
and check that in this case ('v. Kr ) : 0.
1 6 5
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4 NON.CYCLIC PROCESSES
We now arrive at the main contribution of this paper, that is rhe concept ol non-
c-vclrc processes, its characterization and its consequences uch as it is a sufll-
cient condition for the crucial assumption (A3). Cyciiciry of (6) means that the
process contains a reaction loop, i.e. there exists a subset of reactions S, so that
every substrate Q invoived in a reactionT € 5 is also an autocaraivst or a product
of one of the reactions 7 € S. Or in other words, (6) is non-cyclic respectively
does not contain a reaction loop if, and only if, lor each subset S there exists a
substrate {; of some reaction/b € S such that 
€r is neither an autocatalyst nor a
product of one of the reactions 7 e S. This concepr is more lbrmally ciefined as
lollows.
Definition l0 The biotechnological process (6) is said to be cyclic f and only i-t
there exists a nonempt)) subset S C {1,.. .,M), such that
I  l ^ ,  - t  t t
lSubl e l lAut l t t  Pro$).  (10)
/ t J  / e J
For instance the biotechnological process in Example 7 is cyclic, since for
.S: {1,2} all the substrates appear a.iso as products.
Rephrasing this definition will be useful in the foilowing.
Remark 11 Consider a biotechnoiogicai process (6). Then the ficilowing condi-
tions are equivalent
(i) (6) is cYclic'
(ii) there exists some ,9 C i1,. . . , M), .9 I 0, such that
. l t ,i  e l(Aut1U Prod;) for all ( i,, j) €.9.uö; x S. (1i)
.leS
and so are also the conditions
(i') (6) ts non-cyclic,
( i i ' )  t b r e a c h  S  e  0 , . . . , M I ,
I  t ^ ,  - l  L
lSub l  E l (Aut ,a  Prod l ) ,  (12)
/ e J  / e J
( i i i ' )  for  each S C {1, . . . ,  Mi ,  there ex is ts  a pai r
(i, ro) e Subl x S such thar i 4 U(,+"t, I Prod,) (13)
J C D
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The characterization of non-cycliciw is based on a constructive procedure which
checks whether (10) is satished or not. This is comprised in the following
pseudo-algorithm.
Algorithm 12 Consider the biotechnological process (6) vvih speciJied M,N,
Sub1,  Aut1.  Pro$ for  i  :  \ , .  .  .  .  M.
S E T  5 1  : :  { i .  . . . , M } ;
" V : :  { t . . . . , " } '
F O R  l : 1 , . . . , M
DO IF I > 1 and there exists j1 e St such that
i1-y 
€ 
Sub1,
SET  i t  " :  i t - t ,
G O T O  1 0 :
ELSE IF there exists (.ü,jr) e,V x Sr such that
i1 
€ 
Sub1, and i, I U_(Aut1:J Prod)
' / eJ l
G O T O  1 0 :
ELSE PRINT "cyclic"', STOP,
10.  Sr*1 : :  Sr  \  ü)) ;
END
EAID
PRINT "non - cycltc"
END.
Remark 1-l Instead of using subsets of substances, such as 51, Subi,, etc., it fol-
lows from Remark I that Algorithm 12 can equally be lormulated for the stoi-
chiometric matrix K = (k,j1 
€ 
RN*M by replacing
i1-1 
€ 
Subi, in condition lF by k;,-r, < Q and
i1 e Sub1, and ir I N Qtutl U Prodl) in condition ELSE IF by k'u, < 0 and
k,,i < 0lor a1l7 5 57es-r
Proposition 14 The Algorithm l2 terminates after Jinitely many steps with 
"non-
cyclic" if and only f, the process (6) is non-cyclic; it termtnates with "cyclic" if,
and only f the process (6 ) is cyclic.
Proof: (a.)'. We prove that printing "non-cyclic" yields that () is non-cyclic.
This is proved in two steps.
t 6 i
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(a1 ): it is proved that if Algorithm 12 prints "non-cyciic", then for each
/  e  { 1 . . . . , M i  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a p a i r  o f  i n d i c e s  \ i t , j t )  €  { i , . . . . N }  x  &  s u c h  t h a t
it 
€ 
Subi, and i, / U(Aut1u Prodl)
-r€Sr
Proceed by induction on /. By assumption either the condition IF or the condi-
tion ELSE IF is satrsfied. For / : I IF is exciuded, and hence ELSE IF holds
and there ex is ts  a pai r  ( i1 , l r )  e  {1, . . . ,N}  x  51 sat is fu ing (14) .
Now suppose  tha t  ( i 1  , j r ) , . . . , ( i p t , j r - t )  €  {1 , . . . , l y ' }  *  S r_ r  sa t i s f y  (14 ) .
If IF is true, then there exists /t e Sr such that ip1 € Sub1,. Since
i r - i  e  f ]  tAut ,J  ProQ) and.Sr C Sr-r  i r  tb l lows rhat  i1_1 *  NtAut , t  prodl \ .
,t€Jt- r 
./€,Sl
Setting | :: i1-l yields the pair (f i, j1) which satisfies (14).
If ELSE IF is satisfied, it is immediate that. (i1,j) 
€ {1,...,t/} " 57 satisfies(14) .
(a2 ): It is proved that if Aigorithm prints "non-cyclic,', then (iii') in Remark 1 1
is satisfied.
Let S C i1,..., M) be arbitrary but nonempry. Set r : cardS, and use rhe nota-
tion
S :  { . 1 ,  , . - - , i t l ,  w h e r e  1 1  4  .  . .  {  1 , .
Since (i1,,,rj,) satisfies (14) and Si,, : { jt,,. . ., j  u}, it follows that S C .i;,. There-
fore (iii') in Remark l1 holds.This proves (a2) ard (a) foilows from Remark 11.
(b): We prove that non-cyclicity of (6) yields printing "non-cyciic,'.
If (6) is non-cyclic. then by (1-l) for each / there exists a pair (a,7)) such that
(ü,j it e Sub1, x 51 and i1 /  l ( , tut i  tL Pro4).  (15)
.reSi
This means ELSE IF is satisfied tbr aii / - 1,... ,M and the argorithm fina[y
terminates with printing "non-cyclic".
(c): We prove that if Algorithm prints 'tyciic", then (6) is cyclic.
If Algorithm prints 'tyclic" in the /th loop, then ELSE IF does not hold true
and hence (11) is satisfied for s - sr. Now the statement loliows tiom Remark
1 1 .
(d): We prove that cyclicity of (6) yields printing 'tyclic".
Suppose Algorithm 12 pprints "non-cyciic". Then by (a) the process is non-cyc-
lic which contradicts the assumption.
This completes the proof.
( 1 4 )
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The tbllowing example illustrates a non-cyclic process.
Example 15 This production of strains lor yogurt manut'acturing described in [3]
is represented by the following reaction scheme:
{ r  +€+ a  €r  = { ;  * { r
t z * t : ; l - r
/ \ . P ]  . /
i 2 - 1 - E 5 - < 7  i q 5
€ r l i € u + ( + * ( s
( z * € 0 3 { r - { q * € o
with {r representing lactose, {2 glucose, €i galactose, {a lactase. {5 lactobacillus
buigarius, 
€6 streptococcus thermophiius, {; D-lactate , (s L-lactate and €e car-
bon d iox ide.  Fol lowing Algor t thm 12,  we choose i r :1  and / r :1 ,  because
1 e Suh and {1 ( Autl U Prodl for i € i2, 3.4, 5}.
Since I does not appear in the reactions 2-5, 2 I Autl U Prodl forT e {3,4, 5}
and 2 
€ 
Sub2, we choose i7 : ) a1( 12 - ).
For i3 we choose again i3 - i?:2 and h :3, because 2 € Subt and'
2 I Auq U Prodl f icr7 e {4, 5i.
Finaily i4: i5 - 2 a\d lo, : 1, ls: 5. Now the algorithm stops (after M : 5
steps) and hence this process is non-cyciic.
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this paper. It is the charac-
terization of the concept of non-cyciicity in terms of the stoichiometric matrix
K in (6).
Theorem 16 The biotechnological process (6 ) is non-cyclic if, and only if, rhere
exist permutation matrices L € IRN"Nand R e pMxM and there exist, for some
r  e  { 1 ,  . . . , M } , 1  =  4 r  (  4 z  1  . . .  1 Q , - r  . - - 4 ,  1  7 1 ,  s u c h  t h a t
L K R : K : ( . k n )
i 6 9
satisfies
k 1 ^  < 0  f o r  f f i : q t , . . . , 7 t + r - I
l c n : 0  f o r  m : Q t + r , . - . ' M
where qr+t - | :: M.
a n d  I  : 1 ,  " .  . ,  r
a n d l : 1 , . . . . r - 1
rFor simplicity the stoichiometric coetTicients are neglected.
(  1 6 )
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ThIs means that K is of tlte Jbrm
(  1 7 )
where a denotes negative coeJficients and * some real cofficients. The form ts not
unique.
ProoJ': We show first that if the biotechnological process is non-cyclic, then the
stoichiometric matrix can be transformed, by adequate permutations of its coi-
umns and its rows, into the form (17).
Bur before specifying the permutation matrices we need to use the construc-
tion of Algorithm 12 to specify certain elements of K. By Proposition 14,
Remark l i ,  andAlgor i thm i2.  forevery / -  1 , . . . ,M there ex is ts  a pai r  ( i1 , j1)
such that
i ye  Sub1 ,  and  ü l l ) \Au t j uP ro$ ) .
j€'tr
and hence, by Remark l, the stoichiometric coefficients of the process satisfy,
f o r / = 1 . . . . , M ,
ki, i, 10
a n d  ( 1 8 )
k , , ,  a  0  l o r  a i l  7  €  S r+ r  , :  S r  \  { j t l  :  { j r * t , . . . , j r } ,
where, for notationai convenience, {ju*t,ju) ,: A.
No t i ce  t ha t  ( j t , . . . , j v )  i s  a  pe rmu ta t i on  o f  ( 1 ,  . . . ,  M) .  { , ' , . . . .  i , }  i s  no t  a  pe r -
mutation; ip : it is possible lor k < I only ii i1, : i^ : i, for ail
m 
€ {k * 1,..., / - 1} This follows directly from Algorithm 12, where the If-
condition checks whether there exists another j * jrt in the set Ljt,..., jul
that tlts to lr-i of the preceding loop.
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Let r ( M be the number of dif lerent indices ir and de{lne successively
i1 : : i1
- i 1 ' . : i , 1 , ,  
w h e r e  4 1  : m i n { k  i  t r  F  { i t ,  . , ; , - ' } }  f o r / :  2 . . . . . r .
where, for notational convenience, qr :: 1, (qr,r - 1) :: ,VI and tr-, ) i,y1.
Since by construct ion we have.  for  I  :  1 , . . . ,  r ,  that  iq , - r  I  i1  : ' i r , :  .  , .  :
iq,*,-i { in,*,, the sets
,11  : :  { J (1 , , . . . ,  j q r - , - r }  f o r  I  :  1 , . .  . ,  r
a re  d i s j o i n r  and  {1 , . . . ,M}  :  Ü  t , .
By  (18 )  we  have .  f o r  I  :  1 . . . . ,  r ,
ki,io,: ktu,',, < o
:  ( i 9 )
kiir,*,,, : k,,r,*,,rri,r,-r. ' ,1 ( o
a n d ,  f o r  / :  1 . . . . ,  r -  I ,
k ; , 1  : k t , o , * , - , v ! 0  1 o r a l l  J € 1 J q , * , , . . . , i u ) :  l )  l ^  ( 2 0 )
r)-m>l
Since the ils are chosen according to Algorithm 12, we conclude that
_ (  \
t i € [  U  s u b i  l .
\7e Üq,-, ' ju) /
which is equivalent toil 4 Sublfor ailT €. J^, r > m > /, and a repeated appiica-
tion of Remark 1 yields. lor ailT 
€ 
J^, r > m > l, that ki,, > 0.
Therefore, by (19) and (20) we conclude that
k ; , < 0 t o r t a l r
l ) 1 t
k - , , : 0 l o r i € J , . .  r > m > 1 .  ' - ' '
,,, -
We are now in a position to determine the permutation matrices.
Let Ä e pMx'v be the permutation matrix of
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(  r ,  ,  , r . r \
\ r ' .  . . i r )
T h e n , (  =  ( E m ) : :  K . R  s a t i s h e s ,  f o r  a l l  / :  1 , . . . , i / ,
L , ^ : k , j ^ ,  m : \ , . . . , M .  ( 2 2 )
Let I e .Rfl"M be the permutation matrix of
( l  
,  r  .  r * 1  ,  . . .  N \
\ l '  ,  . . .  ,  i ,  ,  . f ,q  ,  f r  ) '
w h e r e  ( / o 1 ,  . . _ , f y )  i s  s o m e  p e r m u t a t i o n  o f { 1 , . , N }  \  { 7 t , . . . , t - ; } .
Now K  :  ( km)  : :  L .  Ksa t i s f i es ,  f o ra l l  m  :  1 , . . . .  M ,
i .  _ l E ; , ^  t = [ . . . . . r^ ' ^  -  
\ k f , ^  l :  r  - 1 . . . . . i v .
which by (22) yields, for m : 1.. .. , M,
i _  f  L i , ^ : k , u ^  t : 1 , . . . , rr ' ' ^ : \ i ; : ; : i ; ;  
,  t : r . i - 1 , . . . , N .  Q 3 )
Therefore (21) and (23) yield
r t , ^ < 0  f o r  m - - q t , . . . , h t * t - l )  a n d  l : 1 , . . . , r
k i ^ : 0  f o r  m : q l + t , . . . , M  a n d  l : i , . . . , / -  I ,
which by (16) leads to the echelon form (17). This proves necessity.
To prove suffrciencyassume that K::LKR has the form (i7) for some per-
mutation matrices 1 6 pNxN and R e p.MxM.
Let L e Rd'tr describe the permutation d
( 1 , . . . ,  - ^ / \
\  " ( t )  ,  " (N )  )
and R e PMxM the permutation r
( l  , . . . ,  M  \
\ " (1 )  ,  . . .  , r (M)  )
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Then the coeihcients of K : tkii) and of K : (k';) are related as
L 6 : k r 1 4 n 1 ^ 1  l o r  l : 1 , "  ' N  a n d  m : 1 , " , M  ( 2 4 )
S ince  R  has  the  l o rm  (17 ) ,  t he re  ex i s t  r  numb€rS  r l l r  . . . , 4 ,  e  {1 , . . . ,M}  such
t h a t  ( 1 6 )  i s  s a t i s f i e d .  S e n r n g  J t : : 1 q , , . . ' , Q t + r  -  l l r  l o r  l : 1 , . . ' . r '  y i e l d s  t h e
disjoint subsets U Jt =
; * 1
N o w  l e t  S _ C  { 1 , . . .
' . - r 0 )  :  m in {n - ' ( j ) l j
r-t j) e J7.
In order to appiy (13), we show that
o(.1) e s"4 and o(1) /l)_(tut1r Prodl)- (25)
J € J
From (16) it foilorvs that k7"-,6; < 0 and (24) yields ko(t)j < 0, whichby Remark
i means that a(7) € Su\. Ttris means the first condition in (25) is satisfied.
Since ur ' - rü)  S " - 'U) .  io ;  a l l  T e S.  we obta in
icln-,6 S 0 for ail ,t € S,
which by (24) yieids koig 3 0, for all 7 € S and this means, again by Remark 1,
that a(7) I l) @ut1 0 Prbdj). This proves the second condition in (25) and hencej€,t
(13) is satisfred, whence the process is non-cyclic.
In Example i7 we show that the form (17) is not unique. This completes the
proof of the theorem.
Example 1Z Consider the reaction scheme and the corresponding stoichiometric
matrix
{ 1 , . . . , M } .
, M\. S r A, be arbitrary and choose i e S such
€ S ) . T h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  / e { 1 . . . . , r }  s u c h
that
that
t 9 l
s t  \ -  \ J  \ + t
t . ! ! r + t < - i - l e
\ z  '  \ J  > J  > v l
2\
<3 + <5 - (? -r- q3'
"I- c l t  0- C t I  - C )cat  -cac4l 0o ,tr.
0 csz
0 0
0 0
0
r U
, 
-.ra,
0
- c53
U
c83
rPut, tbr notationa.l simpliciry Qr:r - l:: M.
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Algor i thm l2 leaves ome l reedom how to choose the pai rs  ( i t . j r ) ,  k :1.2
Three possibilities are as follows.
r  Le t  ( r , , - r t ) :  ( 1 .1 ) ,  ( r : ,  Jz ) :12 ,2 )  and  ( . i 3 , i r ' 1  :  ( 3 ,3 ) ,  anc i  hence
k ' - cl t  0 0
U Cl2 -c53
0 c s z 0
0 0 c r 3
0 0 c 8 3
L e t  e  ( 2 1 . 7 1 )  :  ( 2 ,  1 ) ,  ( . i . 2 ,  j 2 i  :  ( 2 , 2 )  a n d  ( z t , J t ) :  ( 3 , 3 1 ,  a n d  h e n c e
k - -
-c2r -c22 0
131 -"3;l_!tl
- c 1  0 0
c + t 0 0
0 csz -c5J
o r o r o
0 0 c 7 J
0 0 c 8 3
Aiternatively we may also choose h :5.
Ano the r  cho i ce  i s  ( i r , , i r ) :  ( I , L ) ,  ( i 2 ,  j 2 ) :
which yields
l .
( 3 .2 )  and  ( t 3 . j 3 )  :  ( 3 .3 ) ,
L -
- c r r  0  0
-7,---l 
-,-"^ -.^-
)  - ) z  ' ) J
-c2t -c22 0
c q t 0 0
0 csz -ciz
0 c a z O
0 0 c r 1
0 0 c 8 3
In every case we obtain a matrix K thar has rhe form (17) and we conclude that
the process is non-cyclic.
An immediate consequence of the lorm (i7) is the exisjence of a positive vec-
to r  7€ ( lR ; ) "  such  tha t  - r r k ,  10  l o r  each  co lumn  f , , . . . , ku  o f  K .  Th i s
-crr  0 0
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immediately yields the tbllowing corollary which is crucial to ensure bounded-
ness of the trajectory of the biotechnological process'
corollary 18 Theorem 8 remains valid if assumption (A3 ) is replaced b), the
assumption that ( 6 ) is non-c1tclic.
1 CONCLUSIONS
General reactor modeis are lrequentiy used in the engineering literature to study
the dynamicai behaviour and control of biotechnologicai processes. However, if
the stoichiometric matrix is not exact. and this is always the case when compo-
nents that do not play an important role in the process have been omitted to
achieve a lower dimensional modei, then these models are not described suffi-
ciently accurate so that it is not ciear whether they exhibit dynamical properties
which are expected. for example boundedness of the trajectories. To overcome
this problem, we introduced the concept of non-cyclic biotechnological pro-
cesses. This is a restriction on the stoichiometric matrix, however, as lar as we
are aware. most papers on control of biotechnoiogical processes atisfy this con-
dition. We presented an algorithm which decides in hnitely many steps whether
a process is non-cyclic or cyciic. This algorithm is also essential when character-
ising non-cyciic processes in terms of permutations of columns and rows of the
stoichiometric matrix K into an echeion form. The main consequence from
this form is that non-cyclic processes exhibit bounded trajectories. These
dynamical properties can be used to achieve adaptive setpoint control in non-
cyciic processes. Preliminary results on this can be found in Iichmann et ai. [8].
APPENDIX
In the tbllowing we present some modifications of the Beliman-Gronwall Lem-
ma which are taylored for our needs.
Lemma 19 Let oe (0, rc). Suppose o('),,f( ') : i0,, ' ') * IR are locall,v integrable
functions and v('): l0,o) * IR*is absolutely continuous' IJ
t 7 5
V(4 < -a(t) V(t) *"f (t), for almost all r € i0'". ') '
then V(t) satislies the Jbllowing:
(i) For all f 
€ [ts, u) and lo > 0,
(26)
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- J'air\ dr 
t, 
- [ u,rl u,
V ( t ) < e ' o  v ( t o ) - J e t  / ' ( s ) .  ( 2 : ' )
(ii) If q() and f (') satiW, for some numbers a. f,
0 < a : *r,.tt,t,, "(r) and esssup,/f r) ! f ,
then, jbr all t e frts,a) and tg > 0,
v(r)  < l r , , r ,  - l^ l  s-e(t- tot  - l  t  *u*{r , , , , . -L) .  (2s)
L  
" '  
a )  d -  l ' " ' , r j
I f t : x , t h e n
l imsup V(t) S! ,.zs)
,--6 A
(iii) Suppose instead of ( 26 ) we have, for almost all t e 10, u),
V( , t )  > -d( t )  V l t )  - r  f  \ t ) ,  (30)
then, for all t € I,ts,a) anci fo > 0,
laft1 t1r 
,r 
_'f o..) o,
V ( t ) > e ' c  V ( t 1 1 ) + l e t  
. f ( . s t d s ,  ( 3 1 )
J
and if
0 ( o : esssup a(t) and f6 3 ess inf /(r),
rc i ) . t1  l€ lu . r j
then. for all t € lto,d) and ts > 0,
t  / ; l  t ;  f  r ; )V ( t )  >  l t t t r q )  -Z l  e -o t t - t o t  - ' :  >  m in {  I z t rq l . / j f  r 33 )L  ( ] l  d  I  o )
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( 3 3 )
[ f a : x , t h e n
t im inf  v(ü >l !
t - €  ' ' - 1 }
Proof:
(i) This part of the proof is a straightforward generalization of the proof of
Lemma i.2.4 in Ioannou and Sun [9], where they consider constant a./ '
and c,; : rc instead. Let
w( r )  : :  v (q  +  a ( tSv ( t1  -11 t t
and aPPiY u"tt"t" 
,r,lt-"t""t:* ::, .v(t) :  -d(t) v(t) + f(t) - w(t)
so that, lor aii I 
€ its,r,) and rs > 0,
- J a r r , t d r  
I  . l o , r 1 o ,
V( t )  :  s ,o  V ( . t s ) *  |  e  i  y f ( . s ' 1+x , ( s ) l ds ,1,
and since w(t) < 0, (27) follows.
(ii) Applying the bounds in (ii) to (27) yields
i
V(t) < ,-a(.t-   toJ V(t11) -r I s-zi ' ' , t j  ast,
and evaluating the integrai leads to the flrst equation in (2S).
Now i f  V( to)< j ls  then VQ)3j la :  and i f  v( . ro)>f le ,  then
Vlt) < Z(ls). This proves the second inequaiiry in (28).
(19) is an immediate observation from (28).
(iii) The statements in (iii) are proved similarily and the proof is omitted lor
brevity.
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